
The

Need

Organizations have 50 times more non-human identities than human,  

Usually they hold high-permissions and are not govern by security teams.

What to 
Expect

Manage & Secure the lifecycle 
of non-human identities 

Non-Human Identity & Secrets Security Platform

Non-human identity protection 
designed for security teams 

Start now

Non-Human Identities are Everywhere. R&D teams create and scatter 

non-human identities across different vaults, code, collaboration 

solutions, and more without any oversight or control by security teams.

Vaults are not enough as they don’t provide the much-needed context or 

protection.

Non-human identity based breaches are among the top two attack vectors 

and the most DESTRUCTIVE breach type to an organization.

Reduce non-human identites risks, accelerate remediation and 

save the security and development teams time and money

Govern any non-human identity from a single pane of glass - Proactively 

identify, priorotize, remediate and prevent risks compromising  your business

Visualize and track the activity of all non-human identity. Understand 

owners, permissions, misconfiguration, rotation and more 

Response in real time for any non-human identity abnormal 

behaviour that may indicate an attack 

Agentless and frictionless. R&D agnostic

What are non-human identities(NHI)?

Programmatic access keys like service accounts, 
API-Keys, tokens, used by applications to access 

and authenticate against cloud services.


The Solution
Manage and secure the lifecycle of your non-human 

identities Entro puts an air tag on your secrets


From creation to rotation - we will find it, classify it, 

and safeguard it.
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Rotation & Vaulting

Detection & ResponsePosture management

Decomission

Discover all NHI for a 

full inventory

Avoid NHI and vaults risks 

& misconfigurations

Streaming rotation & make 

sure all secrets are vaulted

Remove stale & unneeded NHI 

to reduce your attack surface

Avoid NHI and vaults risks 

& misconfigurations

Discover all NHI for a full 

inventory
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https://entro.security/demo/

